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Currently, Communications' Research Highlights section performs some of this function by featuring articles selected from (mostly) ACM research conferences, but there is no organic connection between Communications and other ACM journals and magazines. Such connections will be developed in the future with all ACM publications, including JACM. The best ways of achieving this are under discussion.
While the Task Force has clarified JACM's mission, its recommendations do not represent a radical change of course. Indeed, they largely reaffirm and give new impetus to the journal's trajectory over the past few years. Since 2010, the editorial board has been considerably broadened and refreshed, with representation from new areas such as data mining, computer-aided verification, economics and computation, computer graphics and computer vision, scientific and high-performance computing, and cyberphysical, embedded and real-time systems. We now have or are in the process of making invited paper arrangements with conferences such as STOC, FOCS, CAV, LICS, PODC, PODS, POPL, PLDI, SODA, AAAI, RECOMB, SoCG and CCC. In addition, our editors are on the lookout for articles at ten other conferences, to be invited on an ad-hoc basis. With the blessing of the ACM Publications Board, we are now encouraged to grow steadily over the next few years as we progress towards more comprehensive coverage.
Reducing processing time for JACM articles remains a constant goal. JACM will continue to strive for a shorter editorial cycle for all submitted articles. For articles submitted in the past three years, the average number of days to the first decision for accepted articles was 188 and to final acceptance 455. By closer monitoring of articles and with improved reminder tools, we will attempt to reduce these averages to 120 days for first decision and 350 for final acceptance. Alternative incentive mechanisms for editors, reviewers, and authors will also be explored.
Articles that wind up being rejected are of special concern. In order to let authors know as soon as possible if their articles do not meet JACM's standards, a 3-tier filter has been in effect for some time, allowing quick rejection without detailed review by the EiC, area editor, or external reviewer. The 3-tier procedure has resulted in dramatically faster processing time for many submissions that are eventually rejected. For rejected papers submitted within the past three years, the average number of days to rejection was 70 and the median 13 days. Thus, the current process seems to be working quite well for these articles. I will continue to exercise the immediate rejection option and will encourage editors to do the same for articles that clearly do not meet JACM's standards.
I would like to conclude by expressing my gratitude to our dedicated editorial board and ACM staff, particularly our tireless editorial assistant Heidi McCormick, for making JACM work.
Victor Vianu Editor-in-Chief

